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Abstract
Several authors have suggested that a link exists between the 6ux of galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and cloudiness. Here
we review the evidence for such a connection from studies of cloud factors using both satellite and ground-based data. In
particular, we search for evidence for the low cloud decrease predicted by the rising levels of solar activity and the low
cloud-cosmic ray 6ux correlation indicated by satellite data. Sunshine and synoptic cloud records both indicate that the global
total cloud cover has increased during the past century. This increase in total cloud cover argues against a dominating role
by solar activity (via GCR) over cloud formation on centennial time scales. Either the predicted low cloud decrease has not
occurred or the medium-high level cloud has increased to a greater extent than low cloud has decreased.
As there is no accurate long term data available on low cloud behaviour during the last century, we are not able to totally
dismiss the link between GCR and cloudiness, but we list a number of arguments for and against the proposed cosmic ray-cloud
c 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
connection. 
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1. Introduction
Many studies have shown correlations between solar activity and climate records, however, the physical
mechanisms responsible remain obscure. One of the more
straightforward mechanisms through which solar activity
could in6uence climate is through changes in solar irradiance, but, whereas the solar constant is known to be
variable, the amount of change detected in two decades of
solar satellite observation is insu<cient to account for more
than a third of the global warming since the beginning of
the century, and only a =fth over the most recent decades
(Lean and Rind, 1998; Soon et al., 1996). The contribution
of the Sun to global warming has therefore been frequently
overlooked compared to that produced from the increased
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
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Several mechanisms have been proposed in the literature
through which solar activity could alter climate including the
in6uence of the extreme ultraviolet on the upper atmosphere
leading to changes in the global circulation system (Haigh,
1994) and the in6uence of galactic cosmic rays (GCR) in
the troposphere (Dickinson, 1975; Tinsley et al., 1989). In
this review, we are concerned with the suggestion that GCR
may in6uence cloud formation processes.
Galactic cosmic rays are very energetic particles from
outside the solar system which penetrate to the bottom of
the troposphere, and are the dominant source of ionization
above 1 km and below 60 km altitude. Below 1 km; over
land, radon is the primary ionising agent.
Both the 6ux and energy spectrum of GCR reaching the
Earth’s surroundings are modulated by the interplanetary
magnetic =eld, which in turn is strongly in6uenced by the
magnetic =eld of the Sun via the solar wind. Because GCR
are ionized particles, they are de6ected by the interplanetary
magnetic =eld with the result that only some of the more
energetic particles can penetrate to the inner solar system.
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When solar activity is at a maximum, the Sun’s magnetic
=eld is strong and fewer particles can reach the Earth; at
solar minima the Sun’s magnetic =eld is weaker and the
particle 6ux grows. Thus, modulation of the strength of the
interplanetary magnetic =eld by solar activity gives rise to
the well-known inverse correlation between sunspot number
(and other activity indicators) and the 6ux of GCR.
Dickinson (1975) suggested the possibility of a link
between ionization produced by GCR and cloudiness. He
stated that “solar-related 7uctuations in some aspects of
cloudiness could be important. Any such variations in
cloudiness are likely to be related to variations in production of ionization near the tropopause by galactic cosmic
rays, : : :”. Moreover, he added that “A 5 –10% change in
thick cloud cover or a 0:5 km change in cloud heights with
solar activity would probably have gone undiscovered up
to now”. Tinsley et al. (1989) and Tinsley and Deen (1991)
proposed a mechanism by which stratospheric ionization
changes produced by cosmic rays would aJect microphysical processes such as nucleation and growth of ice particles
in high-level clouds, however, this mechanism remains unproven. Following Dickinson and Tinsley’s proposals, Pudovkin and Veretenenko (1995) found cloudiness decreases
associated with Forbush decreases of galactic cosmic ray
6ux (sudden drops due to geomagnetic storms). The results
indicated a reduction in the total cloud amount over the former USSR as observed from the ground in the 1–2 days period following strong Forbush decrease events. The results
were found to be con=ned to a latitude belt of about 60 –
64◦ North. More recently, Svensmark and Friis-Christensen
(1997) suggested a possible relationship between the cloud
cover over the oceans and the galactic cosmic ray 6ux. For
their study, Svensmark and Friis-Christensen (1997) used
the satellite cloud cover data from the ISCCP C2 (International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) dataset for the
period 1983–1991. They found a correlation between the
GCR and cloudiness over oceans excluding the tropics.
Clouds have two diJerent eJects on climate. They have
a cooling eJect due to an increase in the albedo and the
re6ection of short-wave solar radiation back to space and
they trap the long-wave radiation emitted from the ground,
thus also warming the climate. In general, the clouds are
believed to have a net cooling eJect (Ramanathan et al.,
1989), but the amount and sign of the cloud feedback will
strongly depend on the cloud type and altitude.
Thus there are two possible mechanisms involving cloudiness change that could lead to a warming of the troposphere,
(1) a reduction of low cooling clouds or (2) an increase in
high warming clouds. If either or both of these possibilities
resulted from the known increase in solar activity then a
smaller residual warming would remain to be explained by
the greenhouse eJect.
Our aim in this paper is twofold: =rstly, we review the
credibility of the cosmic ray-cloud relationship and its predictions for climate, and secondly, we try to establish the
cloud trends over the last 50 –120 years from synoptic cloud

data and cloud proxies to test the galactic cosmic ray-cloud
connection (hereafter as GCR-CC) hypothesis. Information
on past cloud changes is also valuable to test global circulation models, since the implications for the global climate
can be of dramatic importance.
In the next section, we examine the evidence for a
GCR-CC as derived from satellite cloud data. In Section
3, we discuss the available ground-based synoptic observations and proxies for clouds. In Section 4, we discuss the
conclusions reached from examination of these meteorological records, and in Section 5 we suggest some of the
possible drivers of change. In Section 6, the arguments for
and against a GCR-CC, as well as the implication of such
a connection for the climate change will be discussed.
2. The GCR-CC from satellite cloud data
The study of decadal to centennial climate variability requires long and reliable datasets. Unfortunately global cloud
datasets are scarce and of relatively short duration. Satellite global coverage has only been available for the last 20
–30 years, and has discontinuities due to the di<culty of
combining data from satellites which have used diJerent
instrumentation.
In their initial study, Svensmark and Friis-Christensen
(1997) used data from the ISCCP C2 dataset from 1983–
1991. They used satellite data only from geostationary satellites, discarding polar-orbiting satellite data in the belief that
these were degraded by calibration problems. Cloud coverage over land areas was also discarded as the behaviour differed signi=cantly from the clouds over oceans. They found
a good correlation between the galactic cosmic ray 6ux and
the total cloud cover over oceans which strengthened further
when the tropical belt ( –22.5◦ ¡ latitude ¡ + 22:5◦ ) was
excluded. Because of the more eJective shielding of galactic
cosmic rays by the Earth’s magnetic =eld at low latitudes,
the improved correlation after removing the tropical areas
was interpreted as additional evidence for a GCR-CC.
Svensmark and Friis-Christensen (1997) and Svensmark
(1998) also used data from the Nimbus-7 matrix and the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). Plotted to scale with the ISCCP C2 data, these two datasets
apparently con=rmed the hypothesis of a cosmic ray-cloud
connection. However, the use of diJerent inter-calibrated
satellite datasets was strongly criticized by Kernthaler et al.
(1999) and Kristj,ansson and Kristiansen (2000).
On the other hand, the hypothesis of Svensmark and
Friis-Christensen (1997) received some support from a paper by Menzel et al. (1996) which found a similarity in
the variation of cirrus clouds and the GCR 6ux using data
from the polar orbiting satellite High-Resolution Infrared
Radiometer Sounder (HIRS). However, later studies using
this dataset suggest that the correlations of HIRS cloud products with cosmic rays and other solar activity parameters
are not well understood (Hinton, 1999). Using 12-month
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running means (as the majority of authors in this subject
have done) Hinton (1999), found a larger number of signi=cant negative correlations between cloud and magnetic
indices and sunspot number than positive correlations with
cosmic rays, whereas the opposite is true for the ISCCP series. He also pointed out the di<culty of assessing the significance of the correlations for such short or =ltered data series
and the crucial role of the determination of the number of
degrees of freedom.
Serious doubts about the validity of the results by Svensmark and Friis-Christensen (1997) and apparent contradictions were also mentioned by Kernthaler et al. (1999) who
tried to relate the diJerent cloud types in the ISCCP C2
dataset with the galactic cosmic ray 6ux, particularly during the four years 1985 –1988 during which the ISCCP data
was believed to be well calibrated. They did not =nd any
correspondence with a particular cloud type. They argued
that, given that ionization produced by cosmic rays peaks
at an altitude around 15 –20 km, high cirrus clouds should
be the most aJected. They included in their correlations the
data from polar satellites which they believed were well calibrated with respect to the remaining satellites (Rossow et
al., 1996). In the case of a GCR-CC, the inclusion of this
data would be expected to improve the correlations; in fact,
the correlations worsened. Since the ionization produced by
GCR is larger at high latitudes, this was taken as an argument
against a possible cloud-cosmic ray relationship. The conclusions of Kernthaler et al. (1999) were in turn questioned
by Svensmark and Friis-Christensen (1999) who pointed
out that the former results are not reproduced with the later
D2 data.
Kuang et al. (1998) also analysed the ISCCP C2 dataset,
this time comparing the cloud amount with time against
cloud optical thickness. They showed that these two parameters had a negative correlation, and argued that the combined eJect of the two opposing variations may be a null
eJect on the cloud re6ectivity.
Kristj,ansson and Kristiansen (2000) compared the ISCCP C2 (1983–1991) and D2 (1989 –1993) datasets,
together with synoptic cloud cover over the oceans from
Norris (1999, discussed in the next section) and the DMSP
data, with the variation of the galactic cosmic ray 6ux. Their
main =nding was that the correlation coe<cient between
total cloud cover and cosmic ray 6ux diminished when data
from the new ISCCP D dataset was included. They also
rejected the suggestion that the correlation was maintained
over any particular cloud type except possibly for the low
marine clouds. The synoptic data indicated only a slight
negative correlation with the cosmic ray 6ux. The DMSP
data had a similar behaviour to the cosmic ray 6ux but,
as the DMSP satellite detects only liquid cloud types over
oceans, Kristj,ansson and Kristiansen (2000) demonstrated
that its data is not directly comparable with the ISCCP data
for the time during which they overlap.
Contemporaneous with the Kristj,ansson and Kristiansen
(2000) paper, two further studies which looked for evidence
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of a GCR-CC were published by Pall,e and Butler (2000)
and Marsh and Svensmark (2000). They used the new
re-calibrated ISCCP D2 dataset, which was believed to be
superior and more reliable than the old C series and, more
importantly, cover an additional three years. They also have
a better agreement with ground-based cloud observations.
From the cloud top temperature given by this dataset, Marsh
and Svensmark (2000) found a correspondence between low
cloud types and cosmic ray 6ux. No correlation was found
for middle or high level clouds. The fact that the surface
temperature and cloud top temperature also correlated with
the GCR was taken as additional evidence for low cloud
properties being aJected by GCR. A correlation between
low cloud factor and GCR was found independently by Pall,e
and Butler (2000). These authors also showed that the total
cloud cover did not correlate with the cosmic ray 6ux after
1991=1992. The analysis by Pall,e and Butler (2000) covered
diJerent areas of the globe and found no strong latitudinal
variation in the GCR-CC, except for the polar regions where
the correlation dropped. Furthermore, they argued, from
the behaviour of clouds of liquid or ice droplets, that almost
all variability in ISCCP D2 low cloud cover at low and
middle altitudes can be accounted for by liquid phase
clouds, and it is these alone which were responsible for the
correlation. These results came from averaging over broad
latitude bands, however, more recent results on the detailed
geographical distribution of the correlations (Pall,e and
Butler, unpublished), using the ISCCP D1 data series, indicate that there exists a longitudinal as well as latitudinal
dependence.
In brief the satellite data indicate the following:
• A strong correlation between low clouds as de=ned by
the ISCCP D2 (1983–1994) dataset and cosmic ray 6uxes
(99.8% signi=cance level when using global averaged
yearly means). A correlation between total cloud cover
and cosmic rays occurs only during the restricted interval
1983–1991 (Pall,e and Butler, 2000).
• There is a correspondence between water clouds measured
by the DMSP and galactic cosmic ray 6ux. No other cloud
type data is available from this source. (Svensmark and
Friis-Christensen, 1997).
• There is a correspondence between cirrus clouds from the
HIRS data (June 1989 –May 1996) and cosmic ray 6ux
(Menzel et al., 1996), however the signi=cance level of
this correlation has not been well established.
• Data from the Nimbus-7 cloud matrix for total cloud cover
has been studied by Svensmark and Friis-Christensen
(1997) with positive results for a cosmic ray-cloud
relationship.
2.1. The GCR-cloud prediction
If we suppose that the GCR-CC holds for low clouds over
long periods of time then, due to an increase in solar activity and a more eJective shielding of galactic cosmic rays
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in the heliosphere over the past 100 years (see Lockwood
and Stamper, 1999), Pall,e and Butler (2000) predicted a decrease in the low cloud cover during the past century. As
there was no evidence to support a correlation with solar
activity for other cloud types, it was assumed that they remained constant. Thus, if only low cloud varied with time
due to a GCR-CC and all else were constant, even though
total cloud cover does not correlate with GCR, a decrease
in the total cloud since the late 19th century would be expected. The actual trend in low cloud factor for the last 100
years predicted by the correlation between GCR and low
cloud is small (∼1%), however, they estimated that it could
have caused a positive climate forcing resulting in a rise
in the global mean temperature of 0:27◦ C temperature increase. The cloud variability observed by satellite over one
solar cycle is about 3– 4%.
The above analysis (Pall,e and Butler, 2000), which was
based on the observed correlation of low cloud factor with
cosmic rays and solar activity indices has serious implications for our understanding of the causes of climate change
as it could imply that most of the global warming during
this period can be attributed to the combined direct (irradiance) and indirect (low cloud) eJects of solar activity.
However the predicted long-term trend in low cloud factor
is small (∼1%) and could easily be swamped by other factors aJecting cloud cover not related to solar activity (e.g.
a cloud redistribution towards more convective cloud types,
or increase in cloud cover due to a rise in temperature, etc.).
Reported trends in synoptic cloud observations and sunshine
records are typically of the order of a few percentage points
(1–3%) change per decade, in this sense the cloud trends
proposed by the GCR-CC are not unreasonable. A comprehensive forcing computation would require knowledge of
the variability of clouds at all levels, and its geographical
distribution. It is important, therefore, to examine any measured cloud factors over the past century.
3. Long-term cloud data
Since satellite-based cloud records do not extend for more
than a couple of decades and calibration problems between
existing datasets prevent a straight forward comparison, we
have examined synoptic cloud observations and cloud proxy
records from ground stations to study long-term cloud cover
behaviour. The geographical and temporal coverage and
brief details of any trends identi=ed are given in Table 1.
So far, only negative results towards a GCR-CC have been
reported when comparing ground based cloud observations
and solar activity (Kristj,ansson and Kristiansen, 2000;
Wagner et al, 2001; Pall,e and Butler, 2001). Only Udelhofen
and Cess (2001) found a correspondence between solar activity and total cloud cover over USA, but cloud changes
were in phase with the sunspot number and not the GCR.
There is a fundamental diJerence between cloud cover as
seen from the ground and observed by satellite. Ground ob-

servations are naturally weighted towards low clouds which
are more easily observed from below, whereas satellite observations from above are weighted towards high cloud.
Satellites cannot measure diJerent cloud layers at the same
time, so low clouds can be obscured by higher cloud in
a similar way to the obscuration of high cloud when observed from the ground. For total cloud, the ISCCP cloud
data agrees quite well with ground observations (Seze et al.,
1986; Rossow et al., 1996; Pall,e and Butler, 2001), however,
there are important diJerences when considering speci=c
cloud types (Weare, 2000). For instance, the cloud classi=cation scheme for the ISCCP data is not identical to that used
by synoptic observers even though the same labels are used
(Rossow et al., 1996). Thus discrepancies between satellite
and ground based cloud observations are likely. Sunshine
records are also of little help in this respect as they cannot
distinguish between cloud types and total cloud is not correlated with GCR.
3.1. Synoptic observations of cloud cover
Synoptic observations of total cloud cover are made in
many meteorological stations worldwide. The procedure is
simple; at speci=ed times of the day, the observer estimates
the number of oktas (one-eighth of the sky) covered by
clouds. A totally overcast sky is registered as 8 and a clear
sky as 0. At some stations, coverage by diJerent cloud types
is also recorded. It is evident that, to a greater or lesser
extent, such estimates are observer dependent and therefore
subject to systematic errors.
Observations of synoptic cloud cover over the oceans
from volunteer ships since 1952 have been compiled and
analysed by Norris (1999). Norris found that the global mean
cloud cover over the oceans increased by 1.9% (sky cover)
between 1952 and 1995. Global mean low cloud cover was
also observed to increase by 3.6% during the same period
and trends in zonal mean cloud cover in 10◦ -lat. bands
between 60◦ N and 40◦ S were all found to be positive. Several possible artifacts were examined but it was considered
unlikely that they could explain the observed inter-decadal
variability. Norris concluded, however, that, in view of
possible observer dependent diJerences, the trends cannot
be accepted as de=nitive until they have been corroborated
by related meteorological parameters and satellite-based
measurements.
Sun and Groisman (2000), have studied synoptic cloud
cover variations over the former USSR from 1936 to 1990.
They =nd high cloud to be increasing and low cloud decreasing with the total cloud increasing over this period.
Though for a continental, as opposed to a maritime climate
region, these =ndings are pretty much in line with the trends
suggested earlier by the cosmic ray—low cloud correlation.
On the other hand, though the total cloud trends are similar,
it is di<cult to reconcile the results by Norris (1999) and
by Sun and Groisman (2000) on low clouds, other than to
point out that they refer to very diJerent regions. It should
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Table 1
Sunshine records and synoptic cloud data compilations from the grounda
Dataset
Ground data trends

Total cloud

Low cloud

High cloud

Period

1 Sunshine

in Ireland (decrease)
in Israel (decrease)
3 Sunshine over midwestern USA (decrease)
4 Sunshine over USA (decrease)
5 Sunshine Central USA (tree-rings)
6 Synoptic clouds over FUSSR
7 Synoptic cloud over Oceans
8 Synoptic cloud over Australia
9 Synoptic cloud over North America
10 Synoptic cloud over India
11 Synoptic cloud over Europe
12 Synoptic cloud over Canada
13 Synoptic cloud over Arctic Canada
14 Synoptic cloud over China
15 Ground-based solar radiation (various)

Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Stable
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Decrease
Increase

—
—
—
—
—
Decrease
Increase
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
Increase
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

1881–1998
1979 –1995
1901–1977
1950 –1988
1700 –1980
1936 –1990
1952–1995
1900 –1990
1900 –1990
1900 –1990
1900 –1990
1900 –1954
1900 –1980
1954 –1994
1960 –2000

Satellite data trends
16 ISCCP C2
17 ISCCP D2
18 DMSP (water clouds over Oceans)
19 HIRS (only Cirrus)

Stable
Stable
Increase
—

—
Stable
—
—

Increase
Stable
—
Increase

1985 –1988
1983–1994
1988–1998
1989 –1996

2 Sunshine

a Satellite cloud measurements from diJerent satellites are also displayed, however the short duration of those records makes them unsuitable
for long-term studies. Cloud types reported as stable, as in the case of ISCCP C2 and D2, are in fact quite variable over the duration of
the data, and a de=nite trend cannot be clearly established. References: 1 Pall,e and Butler (2001); 2 Stanhill (1998a); 3 Changnon (1981);
4 Angell (1990); 5 Stahle et al. (1991); 6 Sun and Groisman (2000); 7 Norris (1999); 8 Henderson-Sellers (1992); 9 Henderson-Sellers (1992);
10 Henderson-Sellers (1992); 11 Henderson-Sellers (1992); 12 McGu<e and Henderson-Sellers (1988); 13 McGu<e and Henderson-Sellers
(1988); 14 Kaiser (1998); 15 Stanhill, 1998b and therein; Liepert, 1997; 16 Kernthaler et al., 1999; 17 Pall,e and Butler, 2000; 18 Kristj,ansson
and Kristiansen, 2000; 19 Menzel et al., 1996.

be noted that the Sun and Groisman (2000) trends are very
statistically signi=cant whereas those by Norris (1999) are
prone to many systematic eJects such as might arise from a
change in the latitude of preferred shipping lanes.
Similar reports to those of Norris (1999) and Sun and
Groisman (2000), using cloud synoptic observations are
listed in Table 1. McGu<e and Henderson-Sellers (1988)
reported a synoptic cloud increase over Canada and the
Canadian Arctic. Henderson-Sellers (1992) reported similar
results over N. America, Australia, Europe and India. Only
China (Kaiser, 1998) seems to diJer from this pattern.
Whilst the behaviour of individual stations may diJer
strongly from the mean trends over a large area, it is notable that almost all studies of synoptic cloud cover show an
increasing trend during the past century. No other general
studies (involving more than one station) regarding synoptic
clouds or cloud type variability are known to the authors.
3.2. Sunshine data—a proxy for cloud cover
One relevant proxy for cloud cover is sunshine duration.
Daily records of the duration of bright sunshine have been
obtained at four stations in Ireland since May 1880 using

a standard Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorder (UK Meteorological O<ce(Eds.), 1982). Two are located in the east
of Ireland; at Armagh Observatory and The Ordnance Survey O<ce, Phoenix Park, Dublin; one in the extreme west
at Valentia Island=Cahirciveen, Co Kerry; and the fourth, in
the midlands, at Birr Castle, Co OJaly. More information
about the Irish sunshine data can be obtained at Pall,e and
Butler (2001).
The most prominent feature of the data, for all four
sites, is a gradual decline in the total annual sunshine hours
over much, if not all, of the 118 year period during which
records have been obtained (see Fig 1). The eJect is particularly conspicuous at the most westerly site of Valentia
Island=Cahirciveen, on the County Kerry coast, where the
number of sunshine hours has dropped by ∼20% since the
end of the last century. If we plot the seasonal averages,
the gradual decrease is seen in all stations in most seasons.
The sunshine data has been shown to be a very good
proxy for total cloud cover over monthly to yearly time
scales, at least over the Irish region (Pall,e and Butler, 2001).
Unfortunately the sunshine records are related only to the
total cloud factor and do not give us any information on
cloud type. It can also be argued that the sunshine records
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Fig. 1. Mean annual sunshine factor for the four Irish sites (1881–1998).

are a local measurement and that the observed trends are
not necessarily similar for other areas. However, Pall,e and
Butler (2001) compared the variability of the ISCCP D2
satellite cloud records over Ireland and other areas of the
globe and found that, over the period comprised by the data
(July 1983–August 1994), cloudiness over Ireland behaves
similarly, not only to the North Atlantic region as a whole,
but to mid-latitude oceanic regions generally. Thus it seems
that the sunshine factor over Ireland could be particularly
useful in indicating wider trends.
A detailed comparison between the Irish sunshine records
and the synoptic cloud cover over oceans near Ireland remains to be done. However, preliminary examination suggests an approximate agreement in percentage variability of
sunshine and synoptic cloud cover over the last 50 years, of
around 14% (Pall,e and Butler, 2001).
Though they cover a shorter time than the Irish records,
similar results were reported by Stanhill (1998b) for sunshine records from Israel. Also, Angell (1990) and Angell et al. (1984) reported sunshine decreases and synoptic
cloud increases during the period 1950 –1988 for the United
States. Changnon (1981) also reported sunshine decreases
for mid-western United States during the more extended period 1901–1977. Both, Angell et al. (1984) and Changnon
(1981), found the increasing trend in synoptic cloud to be
larger than the decreasing trend in sunshine records, and
this was attributed to an increase in the amount of thin cirrus which, though included in the synoptic cloud record,
would be insu<ciently opaque to reduce the instrumental
sunshine duration.

3.3. Radiation decreases
In Table 1 we refer also to the reduction in ground solar radiation levels reported at a world-wide distribution of
sites during the last 40 years (Stanhill, 1998a and references
therein), suggesting a total cloud cover increase. However,
we must be very careful when using such measurements to
establish cloud trends, since radiation decreases have not
been always accompanied by an increase in cloud cover and
it is possible that changes in cloud type or atmospheric or
cloud transparency could be responsible (Liepert, 1997).
4. Discussion—the long-term cloud behaviour
If Irish and similar sunshine data are indeed relevant to
the global trend they would indicate a rise in the total cloud
factor since the late 19th century, in agreement with the
synoptic cloud observations. The evidence for low cloud
trends is less clear though a decrease in line with predictions
from solar activity levels cannot be ruled out.
To estimate the possible contribution to global warming implied by the cosmic ray-cloud interaction, Svensmark
(1998) predicted a total cloud cover decrease during the last
century, which is not seen in the ground-based records. However, it is now known from the new ISCCP D cloud products that only the low clouds vary in phase with the GCR.
Pall,e and Butler (2000) predicted a low cloud cover decrease
since 1900 from the observed correlation of low clouds and
cosmic rays in the interval 1983–1994 and known changes
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in solar parameters. If other cloud types remained constant
this would imply a total cloud cover decrease over the last
century. It is clear from Table 1 that, since total cloud has
increased over the past century, either the decrease in low
cloud cover has not occurred, or the supposition that the rest
of the cloud types remain constant is not true.
A summary of the principal characteristics of two sets
of satellite cloud data and two types of ground-based data
(synoptic and sunshine) is given in Table 2. It is clear in
the table how each series has its own characteristics. Parameters such as the time of measurement, the geographical coverage or even the problems the data present are not
equivalent. This makes comparisons between the datasets
di<cult. Data obtained by one satellite, for example, does
not always correspond to that from other satellites or from
the ground, because they are not always looking at the same
phenomena. In respect to the GCR-CC, we seem to be confronted by a contradiction. On one hand, satellite measurements indicate a correlation between low cloudiness and
the GCR. This is based on global measurements for which
the data is highly reliable. Unfortunately, these datasets are
available for only a few years, and the signi=cance of the
correlations problematical and it is di<cult to distinguish
statistically between GCR and other solar-related parameters. Whereas ground-based observations have the requisite
long duration, they do not correspond with the GCR and the
trends argue against the GCR-CC. In general, ground-based
data are less reliable than satellite observations since many
factors (observer changes, station relocation,: : :) can introduce spurious trends in the series. In fact the only two ‘clear’
trends are: increasing liquid phase clouds over oceans from
the DMSP (Defence Meteorological Satellite Project) satellites, and increasing cirrus clouds detected by the HIRS
(High-resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder), and either or
both of those trends may be a result of the short duration of
the records.
The conclusions from Tables 1 and 2 do not support the
cosmic ray-cloud connection and its eJects on the climate
system. However, neither is there su<cient evidence of
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global low cloud trends over the past 100 years to refute
it. All we can say is that, for the GCR-CC to be true, the
amount of mid-level and high cloud would have to have
increased in this period to a greater extent than low cloud
decreased. At the present moment, there is no =rm evidence
for this, except possibly in the FUSSR (Sun and Groisman,
1999) and China (Kaiser, 1998).
The eJect that an increasing trend in total cloud cover
would have on the Earth’s radiation balance is not clear.
Overall clouds are believed to cool the climate and thus, to
a =rst approximation, increasing cloudiness would result in
a negative forcing to global temperatures. In other words,
clouds could reduce global warming, acting as a thermostat. However, the net eJect would depend on the altitude,
the geographical distribution and physical properties of the
cloud changes. Though, on average, thin high clouds warm
and low clouds (or more speci=cally optically thick clouds)
cool the climate, their combined eJects are not necessarily
additive; e.g. high thin clouds over low thick clouds will not
warm. Even the temporal change in cloud occurrence can be
important, as at night time all clouds have a warming eJect.
During the past century, much of the global warming has
been attributed to milder temperatures at night (Houghton et
al., 1995), as would be expected if night-time cloud cover
alone had increased.
It is feasible, nonetheless, that if high clouds were to have
increased due to some unknown cause over the past century
to a greater extent than low cloud has decreased due to the
operation of a GCR-CC, then the radiative forcing of the two
changes would be compounded with the additional positive
radiative forcing from solar irradiance changes, thereby all
contributing to enhanced global warming. However, if the
increase in total cloud re6ected an increase in deep convective clouds, these would have an opposite forcing to any
downward trend in low clouds and upward trend in solar irradiance. Until such time as reliable datasets can be assembled with information on the trends of diJerent cloud types,
these possibilities remain pure speculation and an encouragement to further research.

Table 2
A brief summary of the distinguishing features of two sets of satellite cloud data and the two types of ground-based cloud data (see text for
details)
Question

ISCCP-D2

DMSP

Synoptic clouds

Sunshine

Data reliability
Time of observations
Geographical coverage
Main problem

Good
Day+night
Global
Duration

Good
Day only
Oceans
Duration

Not instrumental
Day only
Local
Spurious trends?

Good
Day only
Local
—

Is there a trend in cloud cover?
Can we distinguish cloud types?
Is total cloud correlated with GCR?
Is high cloud correlated with GCR?
Is mid cloud correlated with GCR?
Is low cloud correlated with GCR?

—
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

—
Water clouds
—
—
—
Yes?

Increase
Total=low
No
—
—
No

Increase
No
No
—
—
—
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5. What is causing the total cloud increase?
We have seen in the previous section how both synoptic
cloud and sunshine data indicate that total cloud cover has
been increasing over the last century. But what are the reasons for the change? Certainly the proposed connection between energetic particles entering the atmosphere and cloud
formation would explain a decrease, but not an increase.
Can the long term trend in total cloud result from a mean air
and sea surface temperature increase? Little is known about
the eJects that a change in temperature will have on clouds.
Global circulation models predict a cloud factor decrease
when climate warms (Cess, 1996) however, even though
the models predict an uneven reduction in cloudiness and
clouds are still poorly parameterised, such a reduction has
not been reported so far. On the other hand, following the
rise in sea-surface temperatures which have accompanied
global warming (Reid, 1987), an increase in cloud formation
might follow from an increase in evaporation rates. A progressive moistening of the atmosphere has been reported by
Wentz and Schabel (2000), however, warmer air is able to
hold more water vapour before saturation and thus relative
humidity could have remained constant. As cloud formation
depends critically on relative humidity, an increase in the
water vapour content of the atmosphere (absolute humidity)
would not necessarily lead to an increase in cloud factor.
Cloud amounts over Canada have been reported to increase over practically all the regions where temperatures
have risen (McGu<e and Henderson-Sellers, 1988). However station records from the Canadian Arctic showed cloud
changes which seem decoupled from temperature changes.
For the United States, Angell et al. (1984) found an appreciable tendency for cloudiness to be above average and
sunshine to be below average in years of warm sea surface temperature in the equatorial eastern paci=c (El Niño).
Henderson-Sellers (1992) also noticed a tendency for total
cloud amount to be greater in warmer conditions.
An increase in tropospheric aerosols could also give rise
to increased cloud formation. However (Norris, 1999) stated
that the 10◦ -lat. band trends in synoptic cloud observations
between 60◦ N and 40◦ S, are generally larger for the Southern Hemisphere and Tropics than for the mid-latitude Northern Hemisphere. For Norris (1999), this argued against attribution of increased cloud cover to increased anthropogenic
aerosols, and suggested that it is possible that global cloud
cover is responding to some other global parameter, perhaps
temperature.
Pall,e and Butler (2001) found a correlation between the
sunshine records over Ireland and the solar cycle length.
The solar cycle length is de=ned as the time from minima to
minima (or maxima to maxima) of the sunspot number, it
is related to solar activity in the sense that generally shorter
solar cycles are accompanied by higher levels of activity
(higher sunspot maxima). Since the sunspot cycle length
was shown to vary in phase with the NH air temperature
(Friis-Christensen and Lassen, 1991), and that relationship

was con=rmed for an Irish (Armagh) temperature dataset by
Butler and Johnson (1996), they concluded that in the vicinity of Ireland at least, it seems likely that decreased sunshine
hours (increased cloudiness) result from the increased temperatures associated with global warming, rather than to any
kind of direct solar in6uence on clouds.
Another eJect to take into consideration is the eJect of
increased aircraft tra<c. Changnon (1981) indicated that
localized shifts to more cloudiness in zones of increased
air tra<c since 1960, suggest anomalous changes related
to jet-induced cirrus. However, Menzel et al. (1996) found
that the increasing trend in cirrus cloud cover detected by
the HIRS was no more noticeable over areas with heavy air
tra<c than over areas with low air tra<c.
In many of the sites where a decrease in total solar irradiance has been found, an increasing trend of cirrus cloud
formation has also been detected (Liepert, 1997). A shift
from stratiform to higher frequencies of convective clouds
has also been observed (Liepert, 1997; Stanhill, 1998a). Finally, another possible explanation for the long-term cloud
change could be through shifts in weather patterns such as
the location of storm tracks.
Even though none of the sunshine or synoptic cloud
records are exempt from the possibility of systematic errors,
the agreement between the diJerent and diverse data series
in their apparent trends reinforces our opinion that the trend
towards increasing cloudiness is real and, probably, global.
6. Does a cosmic ray—cloud cover connection exist?
6.1. Arguments in favour
In light of the arguments explored in previous sections
it seems clear that a direct relationship between total cloud
cover and cosmic ray 6ux is unlikely. The most reliable
satellite dataset, the ISCCP D2 (Pall,e and Butler, 2000),
the synoptic cloud cover (Norris, 1999; Kristj,ansson and
Kristiansen, 2000) and the sunshine records (Pall,e and Butler, 2001; Wagner et al., 2001) support that conclusion. For
diJerent cloud types the situation is diJerent. Clearly the
favourite candidate for a GCR-CC is the low cloud cover.
Even though discarded at =rst by Kernthaler et al. (1999)
in the ISCCP C2 dataset, the correlation is clear in the
new ISCCP D2 dataset (Pall,e and Butler, 2000; Marsh and
Svensmark, 2000).
The correspondence between the DMSP cloud records and
the galactic cosmic ray 6ux roughly agrees with the =ndings of the ISCCP D2 data. The DMSP satellite measures
only liquid clouds over the oceans, which consist mainly
of low-level clouds. However during the period of overlap the two series do not totally correspond in all respects
(Kristj,ansson and Kristiansen, 2000). The correspondence
between cloud top temperature and surface temperature with
the GCR (Marsh and Svensmark, 2000) also supports the
GCR-CC.
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The Earthshine project which monitors the Earth’s albedo
and is currently underway at Big Bear Solar Observatory
may impact on our discussion. A global and absolutely calibrated albedo for the Earth can be determined by measuring the amount of sunlight re6ected from the Earth to the
Moon and back. Preliminary results seem to support a lower
planetary albedo at solar activity maximum (Goode et al.,
2001) which would support the GCR-CC, however, it is too
early and the time span too short to reach any de=nitive
conclusion.
6.2. Arguments against
The main argument against the GCR-CC, is the lack of
an established physical mechanism. Turco et al. (1998) and
Yu and Turco (2001) have proposed a mechanism “ion–
ion recombination”, by which ionization produced by GCR
could facilitate aerosol production and growth in the lower
troposphere. Svensmark and Friis-Christensen (1997) and
Marsh and Svensmark (2000) have speculated that it is
not unreasonable to imagine that systematic variations in
cosmic ray ionization could in6uence cloud properties via
this mechanism.
An alternative mechanism to explain a cosmic ray in6uence in ice clouds has been proposed by Tinsley et al. (2000)
and references therein. However his mechanism refers only
to ice clouds (mainly cirrus), which are not seen to vary with
the cosmic ray 6ux, except for the HIRS data which covers
only a very short time. It is di<cult also to explain a cloud
increase during the past century using this mechanism.
Concern arises also from the temperature records. If an
indirect solar forcing coming from the GCR-CC acts on the
climate system, a stronger variability of the mean temperature over the ∼11 year cycle would be expected. Though
ocean thermal inertia damping is likely to be important here,
a small amplitude signal would still be expected.
In addition, there is the unexplained latitudinal distribution of the low cloud-cosmic ray correlation. On account
of the latitude-diJerential shielding of the Earth’s magnetic
=eld, the correlation would be expected to increase poleward, whereas in fact it remains almost constant, except
for the poles where it has a small drop (Pall,e and Butler,
2000). Pall,e and Butler (2000) suggested that the observed
latitude dependence could result if only liquid phase clouds
were amenable to the in6uence of cosmic rays. Ice-phase
clouds, more abundant at the poles or high altitudes, would
be unaJected by cosmic rays, thereby leading to a lack of
correlation with clouds at both high altitudes and high latitudes. However in a recent study, a longitudinal as well as
latitudinal dependence of the correlation has been found by
Pall,e and Butler (unpublished) which no longer supports the
suggestion that only liquid clouds phase clouds are aJected
by GCR.
Finally, we note possible changes in cloud re6ectivity
and opacity. Kuang et al. (1998) analysed the cloud optical
thickness and re6ectivity changes for the period 1983–1991
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and found that, even though the cloud amount changed with
the cosmic ray 6ux, the cloud optical properties changed
too, compensating for the changes in cloud amount. As a
consequence, even though the cloud factor may change, the
eJect on the radiation budget could be negligible.
A further complication in any cloud in6uence on climate
was recently raised by Del Genio and Wolf (2000). Based
on three years of low cloud data, Del Genio and Wolf (2000)
found that low clouds thin when temperatures rise. As a
result, if the temperature increases over the next decades,
low clouds could become thinner, reduce their albedo and
thus contribute a positive feedback to global warming. If this
were true, part of the global warming experienced during
the last century might have come from a thinning of low
cloud, further reducing the contribution required from the
greenhouse eJect.
7. Conclusions
There appears to be an statistically signi=cant (99.8%
signi=cance level) correspondence between the low cloud
cover as seen from modern satellite data and the galactic
cosmic ray 6ux. However, the duration of the dataset is short
and leaves margin for many uncertainties when trying to
establish long-term behaviour of the cloud cover.
In order to assess the validity of prediction over long time
scales, some synoptic cloud observations and cloud proxies
have been compared. The sunshine records and the synoptic
cloud cover over many areas of the Earth agree that the total
cloud cover has been increasing over the last century. This
trend goes in the opposite direction to the trend predicted for
low clouds by the cosmic ray-low cloud correlation. Through
the accuracy of some of the datasets is open to question, the
agreement in the observed trends suggests that they are real.
The GCR-CC cannot be positively discounted at this time,
at least for the last 20 years, for which satellite data is available. The reason is that no accurate data for low cloud cover
is available to ascertain whether or not the correlation is
maintained further back in time (see Table 2). However, two
facts: (1) the lack of correlation between total cloud cover
and GCR and (2) the general increase in total cloud cover
over the last century showed by several studies of cloud and
cloud-proxy data, indicate that it is likely that some mechanism(s) other than GCR are the main drivers of cloud cover
changes on century time scales. Some possible mechanisms
for the cloud increase are discussed; the most promising of
which seems to be a rise in evaporation rates following the
rise in sea-surface temperatures. However, this will not necessarily cause an increase in cloudiness if air temperatures
warm su<ciently to prevent a rise in relative humidity.
It seems likely therefore, that the simpli=ed scenario of
cloud amount governed by solar activity (GCR) alone, is
not valid as trends in cloudiness go the opposite way to
predicted. If real, the radiative eJects of clouds aJected by
the GCR-CC, will have to be combined with the radiative
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eJects of clouds in6uenced by other mechanism(s). A net
increase in total cloud cover (not taking into account a shift
in cloud types) during the last 100 years would lead, to a =rst
approximation, to a negative radiative forcing. With a net
radiative forcing by clouds between 3 and 5 times larger than
that from a doubling of CO2 concentration in the atmosphere
(Henderson-Sellers, 1992), the importance of cloud factor
changes will depend on the variability of the diJerent cloud
types and their geographical distribution. It is also clear that
cloud factors have been changing during the recent past,
and until the cloud behaviour on temporal and geographical
scales is understood (via long and reliable datasets) and
assimilated into global circulation models, predictions will
be seriously handicapped.
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